SECRET 232304Z

SFC: CINCENE 6698

FROM: HAM N 1964

SUBJECT:规格接触任一质点对评估

1. Recent contact with CORONA indicates he is believed to be a communist, yet his actions and recent contacts suggest he is more closely aligned with the Soviet Union. He has received extensive training and is reluctant to contact CORONA, who now commands a relatively small but highly valued unit. This flag indicates interest in L-9. ODINET OFFICER indicates that there have been little contact with CORONA, received him from a source and have little value from him in the past.

2. BELIEVE ANY EFFORT LCCLUMBER ON THIS TIME WILL RESULT IN LOSS OF AGENT WHO, WITH IMPENDING RETIREMENT, REPRESENTS ONLY PENETRATION PERUVIAN EMBASSY AND WHO SHOWS INCREASING SIGNS OF BEING A COMPLIMENTARY ELEMENT OF DOUBLE EXISTENCE. STATION FULLY ARTICULATES VALUE LCCLUMBER PROCESS AND REVIEW OF RECORDS WILL SHOW RECENT USE THIS INVESTIGATIVE MEASURE ON L-9. CORONA HAS BEEN SUBJECT TO CLOSE AND CONTINUAL ASSESSMENT SINCE RECRUITMENT. PAST AND PRESENT CASE OFFICERS WHO OFTEN DISAGREE, BOTH ASSESSED L-9 INDEPENDENTLY AS SINCERE PERUVIAN PATRIOT WHO GENUINELY ANTI-MARXIST, ANTI-COMMUNIST.